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Inventory Tracking and
Data Collection Solution

StockBot is an autonomous platform that provides
data to help you make decisions, improving your
restocking systems and money-mapping strategies.
We work closely with retailers across multiple sectors, and
we will help you to stay ahead using our StockBot solution.
One initial set-up is all that StockBot needs to get started.

Flexible and easy to integrate
with your company's systems.
Web-based tools
No additional tools needed.

What kind of data
do you need?
®

stockbot

Adapts to customers in-store
Suitable for use during open hours.

RFID

Tag IDs (EPCs) and their location
®

stockbot VISION

Pictures with their location
®

stockbot COMBO

Combination of both types of data

Specifications
DIMENSIONS

ELECTRICAL FEATURES

RFID

50 cm (w) x 50 cm (d) x 180 cm (h)

Charging
4 hours complete recharge

CONNECTIVITY

Battery autonomy
12 hours continuous use

Air interface
EPC global UHF
Class 1 Gen 2 / ISO 18000-6C

Wi-Fi
802.11 ac 2x2 Dual Band
VISION CAMERAS
Resolution
3840 x 2160
Max. capture height
2.4 m

OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
Temperature
5ºC to + 50ºC
Humidity
5% to 95% (non-condensing)
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Antennas
4 on each side
Transmit power
+10.0 to +32.5 dBm
Max. received sensitivity
-82 dBm
Polarization
Circular
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Getting started

Set up in your store in a single day

01.

StockBot creates your map
Start moving StockBot with the remote control, so that the robot gets to know
the space. Later you can view the map through the Web User Interface.

i

StockBot will adapt to most of your in-store layout changes.

02.

StockBot finds optimized routes

Zone 2

Show the robot the paths you would like it to take through store areas using
the remote control, or StockBot can generate paths itself through furniture
detection.

Zone 1

03.

StockBot starts work
Choose tasks for different areas of your store, selecting the day, start time etc.
StockBot will carry out its work while allowing your customers to shop freely
around your store.

History of success

The new retail
robot solution
for

Since 2016 StockBot has been used in
sport retailers, apparel, supermarkets and
distribution centres in Europe, Asia and
Oceania. Since then StockBot has
scanned more than 9.8 B in items, created
up to 23 inventories per week and been
used in spaces from 1000 m² to 10000 m².

The autonomous platform that provides insight to help you make the right decisions
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